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accomplishments is her ability to
create a healthy tenderness that
supports the efforts of the dancers
that are pushed with authenticity
to the point of failure, trebling and
exhaustion.”
Mélanie Carpentier, Le Devoir
“It is very refreshing to come across
a work that is intelligent, that
reflects its own medium and pays
tribute to it and those who have
participated in its development.”
Caroline Louisseize, Spirale arts
lettres sciences humaines
“There is something that works
perfectly between the recorded

Synopsis
Karine Ledoyen met with close to 20 professional dancers to
collect their testimonials in the form of interviews.
“I thought I was starting a work centred around mourning, and as
a starting point I wanted to be inspired by stories of dancers who
had left dance. After listening to all the interviews of the dancers
of different generations from ballet, contemporary and social
dance, I realized that what began to stand out more and more
was a celebration of dance.”
The interviews represented the gateway to this new creation.
They became a narrative thread in resonance with the written and
improvised dance presented by the performers on stage. It is this
relation between the recorded testimonials, the performative
treatment of the video and the deployment of the performers on
stage that forms a plural dramaturgy. A game of comings and
goings between reality and fiction that echoes far beyond dance.

words that evoke the mourning of
dance and the solid, inventive and
joyful parts the young dancers
perform on the set.” Ludovic
Fouquet, JEU Revue de théâtre

See the teaser
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“One of Karine Ledoyen’s great

“Glorious Fragility is a success.
The four dancers-performers are
dazzling, sharing friendship,
laughter and complicity, but also
uncertainties and exhaustion.
A psychological piece, Karine Ledoyen
uses simplicity and poetry to treat
dance in the most human way
possible.” Céline Stoquart, Sors-tu.ca
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THE PERFORMERS
E L IN O R F U E T E R

Performer

A graduate of the Ateliers de Danse Moderne de Montréal in 1998, Elinor Fueter has
participated in many dance projects, street theatre, films and improvisation.
She has performed works produced by Danse-Cité and various choreographers,
including Lina Cruz, Jean-Pierre Perreault, Marie-Pascal Bélanger, Catherine Lipscombe,
Nathalie Morin, Chantie Wadge, Alain Francoeur, Peter James and the Mobile Home
company, among others. For the past ten years, Elinor has been part of the team of
Montréal Danse. Recently she has appeared on stage in works by Benoît Lachambre,
George Stamos, Caroline Laurin-Beaucage and Karine Ledoyen.
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Design, Manipulation and Performative Processing of Video on Stage
Andrée-Anne Giguère is an interdisciplinary artist. Professional researcher for the
Canada Research Chair in Theatre Sound Dramaturgy since 2010 and co-founding
member of the collective Les Poulpes, she is also an actor, performer, video designer
for stage and a stage director. Recently, her work has been presented in France,
Colombia and Mexico. Andrée-Anne is a doctoral student at Université Laval and a
FRQSC scholar. Her research focuses on the sensitive and performative integration
of technology on stage.
www.aagiguere.ca
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Performer
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J A S O N M A R T IN

Jason Martin trained at the École de Danse Contemporaine de Montréal. He began
dancing at the age of 21 after playing hockey for 17 years. Newly graduated, he now
works for companies that include Marie Chouinard, Daniel Léveillé Danse, Carré des
Lombes, Sylvain Émard Danse, Virginie Brunelle, Dave St-Pierre, Louise Bédard Danse,
Danse K par K and Dana Gingras/Animals Of Distinction. In 2015, he founded his company
ENTITEY/Jason Martin, which now has 4 creations. Jason is also involved in theatre
projects, notably with Benoît Vermeulen, Luce Pelletier, Castel Blast and Le Théâtre
à l'Eau Froide.

Simon Renaud is an artist based in Montreal. He has performed for numerous companies,
including the Toronto Dance Theatre, Dancemakers, Ottawa Dance Directive, Daniel
Léveillé, Danse K par K and several independent Canadian and international choreographers. Also a choreographer, Simon had the pleasure of presenting his work in Toronto
(Dancematters, p.s. we’re all here, Summerworks, Artspin, and She Was), Ottawa (Série
Danse 10, Roughcut, ODD is OFF, Hype Frénésie Nuit Blanche), Montreal (vue sur la
relève, OFFTA, ZH) and Newfoundland (Festival of New Dance). His piece l’inanité des
bibelots earned a Dora Mavor Award nomination for Andrew Hartley for best
male performance.

S I M O N RE N A U D

Performer
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A RI A NE V O INE A U

Performer

Originally from Bretagne, France, Ariane trained at the Conservatoires Nationaux de
Nantes et d’Angers and at the Ballet Junior de Genève. She arrived in Québec in 2008
and is now a performer for established and emerging choreographers. As a creator, she
choreographed her first piece for children Sous la feuille (2019) and co-directed two
short dance films (Territoire et Cécile). She participated in the multi-disciplinary
collective LAS, with Ondes being presented at the Mois Multi 2018. Committed to the
development of the artist in dance, for the last 6 years she has been Artistic Co-director
of Programming of L'Artère, which supports the artistic, professional and community
development of Québec City’s contemporary dance community.
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Le Devoir / Novembre 29, 2018
By Mélanie Carpentier

GLORIOUS FRAGILITY: THE VOICES
OF DANCERS GLORIFIED
The sound material collected by Karine Ledoyen
throughout her creative process could have been
used for a documentary dealing with the uncertainty,
abandonment and physical and emotional wounds that
accompany the end of a career. On the contrary, by
putting on stage the voices of dancers that have been
pushed out of the limelight, the creator skilfully avoids
twisting the knife in the wound of her subject matter,
instead emphasizing their retrospective view of dance.
It is all done in a spirit of celebration that removes
the weight of mourning and highlights the act of
looking back.
At the entrance to the theatre, four dancers greet the
audience as they arrange the set, which is covered in
confetti and festive garlands. They sweep the stage
to make the space clean again, as if returning to a
blank page after a rehearsal has just taken place. At
the back of the stage video images of party scenes
are accompanied by comments that address the audience. A backstage ambiance can be felt in the room,
a feel-good vibe that the dancers will try to maintain
throughout the piece.
In this tribute piece, where fragments of testimonials
in the background are answered and superimposed,
a lot of the work is done by the dancers off-stage, a
setting where small revelations and moments of grace
often occur. Here is a place that spectators rarely have
the privilege to see, unless they have ever been
in a creative situation in a studio.
Singular Proximity
In parallel with the story of those interviewed telling
what they miss most about their art, the quartet performs smooth and fluid crossovers. Emphasis is placed
on the dancers’ ability to carry out their movements

in the same space, with intensity and without clashing.
This relationship with another, so singular in that it
requires listening, observation and increased awareness of the presence of its partners, is a key element
to the piece.
The relational aspect of the dancers’ work shines in
the duets, where their bodies become entangled,
support each other and seesaw together in fragile
imbalances, sometimes even perilous. What stands
out is trust in another person and good intentions in
these games, where everyone tries to go beyond their
limits. There is no denying effort and attempt here.
The many lifts in relay where the energy of one propels
the movement of the other come to resonate with how
close they are, even touching inner sensations, evoked
by the ex-dancers in their stories.
One of Karine Ledoyen’s great accomplishments is
her ability to create a healthy tenderness that
supports the efforts of the dancers that are pushed
with authenticity to the point of failure, trebling and
exhaustion. They reach a vulnerable state in a playful
spirit, without seeming to suffer from it and without
giving us the impression the have lost all hope.
The video effects, operated live by Andrée-Anne
Giguère, as well as the textures introduced to the
stage provide interesting mirror games and a scaling
down of the movement on different surfaces. However, the harmonization of the stage design elements
still feels fragile. Some of the less exploited elements
only provide a cosmetic value to the piece, without
really supporting the dance or the testimonials.
Glorious Fragility
A creation by Karine Ledoyen with Elinor Fueter, Jason
Martin, Simon Renaud, Ariane Voineau and AndréeAnne Giguère. Presented by the Agora de la danse,
until December 1 at the Wilder Building - Espace danse.

https://www.ledevoir.com/culture/danse/542471/recast-carpentier
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Spirale / Novembre 29, 2018
by Caroline Louisseize

”QUIT“ IS A VERB THAT CANNOT
BE DANCED TO
It all starts with the idea of the end. Glorious Fragility,
with its structure of oxymoron and paradox, is a dance
story that originates from research. Throughout the
performance, it is this energy (of the research) that
animates the four dancers, who appear first on stage in
a frame of duets and trios, a kind of elegant relay race
where their mutual listening is in the spotlight. What
follows is a series of group and solo scenes, ranging in
scope from moving to spectacular – passing through
sophistication – supported by the central idea of an
exploration of ex-dancers and the mourning they have
experienced in their practice. The four performers
punctuate the testimonials that are heard sporadically
in voiceovers.
The show presents itself as a pretext for pure dance,
and to those for who dance brings them playfulness,
vertigo and celebration. For the most part, the dance
sequences are striking, such as when the two duets
are filmed in very close frames projected at the back
of the stage, which gives the audience a feeling of
intimacy of the dancers’ profession through a
representation that is immediate and larger that life.
The final solos, by Elinor Fueter and Simon Renaud,
explore the slowness in an epic fight with their own
limits, the point of contact and imbalance, and are the
culminating points of the fragility implied by the title.
We also see them in the finally dancing on gold, both a
metaphor for the quest and an allusion to the dancers’
difficult economic situations. The duets by the men
(there are two, both of which are notable) and women
contain lifts that are tender and with astonishing
softness, in spite of manipulations that are rough.
These lifts push the dancers to the limits of balance,
flexibility, vertigo and the interweaving of bodies. In
terms of abandonment, the famous game of trust is
reinvented during an extravagant lift, in which Simon
Renaud lets himself fall on his back with Jason Martin
on his shoulders, who at the moment he touches the
ground provokes a sigh of relief in the audience.
With Laughter
The notion of play is central for Ledoyen in Glorious
Fragility. The choreographer was interested in dancers
that had left their profession, and close to twenty of
them answered questions about their art. If at the

beginning she thought she was simply addressing the
problem of mourning, the interview process forced her
to see that dance remains a powerful force that is very
much alive and leaves a deep mark in the testimonials
of all these artists, who are still inhabited by their
medium. Ledoyen managed to flesh out characters
from her research and use them to draw up the
structure of her piece.
It is very refreshing to come across a work that is
intelligent, that reflects its own medium and pays
tribute to it and those who have participated in its
development. This appears firstly in the numerous
voiceover excerpts that make up the soundtrack - on
this subject, it would have been interesting to make a
larger part of these testimonials accessible, if only as
a separate installation so the results of this research
could be more widely available to the public and the
dance community. Some questions from the interviews,
for example, “how far can you push your exhaustion?”
were also projected at the back of the stage (the
writing was done live). The choreography itself was
divided into a dozen chapters, all of which represented
topics covered in the interviews. While this device may
seem cumbersome or academic, it instead added a
very interesting interpretation of the theme, in addition
to structuring an object that was entirely organic.
All of this heaviness was removed, as much by the
refinement of the movements, which the solos and
duets showed, as by the dancers’ playful tone when at
times they were literally playing. This choice allowed
the performers to relax the famous “neutral face,”
this serious stone look that is the norm in most
contemporary choreographies. Its disappearance was
substituted with laughter, naughty whispers,
encouragement (“continue, come on!”), all without the
work sounding at all fake or losing its seriousness. It is
that these moments of release were well chosen and
favoured a playful motivation rather than aiming for
something more demonstrative. If it is true that a
dancer is not an actor, this committed position still
leads us to reflect on the elimination of the face – the
most expressive part! – in the image of the body for
the contemporary choreographer, a position that
subtly forms part of a certain dialogue about virtuosity
(as an aside, doesn’t the concept of “glory,” even a
fragile one, suggest the Glorious Fool?). And yet this
piece speaks of the pleasure of dancing, which is why
the committed face carries a vital message here.
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But despite this total commitment of the body and
even if it is a pretext for pure dance, to be understood
in all its magnitude Ledoyen’s piece could not be done
without words. Because if the four performers master
their medium gloriously – and in a fragile way, as we
can also see they know how to position themselves
physically in uncomfortable places with the goal of
boosting their practice – if they know how to make use
of vertigo, imbalance, suspense, disruption, flight (as
many skills demonstrated in the play as there are
chapter titles), what about abandonment? It was
difficult to detect in their interpretation whether they
felt concerned by this dangerous question: what does
it mean to feel mourning for dance, to leave behind
your form of expression? In fact, what we realize is
that there is almost no dancer, active or not, who is
able to answer this question or to quit dance
definitively.

REVIEWS (continued)
Glorious Fragility, a production by the Danse K par K
company. Choreography: Karine Ledoyen. Dramaturgy:
Katya Montaignac. Performers: Elinor Fueter, Jason
Martin, Simon Renaud and Ariane Voineau. Sound and
Technology Design: Mathieu Doyon. Videographer:
Andrée-Anne Giguère. Lighting Design: Martin Sirois.
Advisor: Alexandre Fecteau. With (and derived from)
testimonials from Anne Barry, AnneBruce Falconer,
Annie-Claude Coutu Geoffrey, Catherine Martin,
Daniel Soulieres, David Rose, Frédéric Marier, Isabelle
Gagnon, Judith Lessard-Bérubé, Laura PinsonneaultCraig, Luc Ouellette, Lucie Boissinot, Marilou
Castonguay, Martine Lusignan, Michele Febvre, Nancy
Lavoie, Raphaelle Perreault and Yves St-Pierre.
Presented at the Agora de la danse (Montreal) from
November 28 to December 1, 2018.

http://www.magazine-spirale.com/article-dune-publication/quitter-est-un-verbe-qui-ne-se-danse-pas
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JEU Revue de Théâtre / Novembre 29, 2018
By Ludovic Fouquet

GLORIOUS FRAGILITY: WITH
ABANDONMENT AND GRACE!
The party has already been held. When we enter the
showroom in the Wilder, we find party favours and
confetti scattered on a large golden mirrored carpet.
It is the day after the party! Later we will understand
that it must be a “going away party” that would have
liked to have some of the people interviewed on hand
to stage a farewell to dance.
For her new creation, Choreographer Karine Ledoyen
met with close to twenty professional dancers and
asked them about the way they experienced the
end of dance. From this sound material came mixed
memories of rehearsals, shows, fatigue, adrenaline, joy
of creating, synergy, and a celebration of the body
and of dance.
In a perfectly relaxed way, we see the team of dancers
and the videographer clean up the set, invite us to
look through images of the party, and then it starts.
Everything will be built in open sight, quietly, in front
of us and done right; to create, react, challenge us,
talk to each other, come on the set to film the action,
watch others. Something that resembles the approach
used by Flemish collective tg STAN, which always
starts a show by welcoming the audience, before
we see them dive into the theatrical play. Here the
entire stage is bare, the light projectors are visible and
create warm lateral or zenithal ambiances (beautiful
light work by Martin Sirois), the video control station
is in the set. The recorded images are from the party
or single interview excerpts (using pixelated material
rather than a portrait). With a mobile phone in hand,
Andrée-Anne Giguère also controls live images by
getting close to the dancers, even with them – there
is a great moment when she sits interlocked with the
dancers to film them – while a female narrator evokes
the friendship that occurs when we dance with someone. The bodies often draw big silhouettes of shadows
in the projections.
The four performers start duets (men, women), and
solos before all coming together. While sentences are
written on the screen (interview questions, titles and

themes) or testimonials can be heard, without them
being illustrative, the dancers multiply their lifts,
balances, falls that are surprising, planned, full, single
or combined releases, extreme catches, always
hanging on to the other, then pausing and taking a
deep breath together before starting again. With
constant softness and strength.
There is something that works perfectly between the
recorded words that evoke the mourning of dance and
the solid, inventive and joyful parts the young dancers
perform on the set. The costumes designed by Jennifer
Pocobene (grey pants and pastel-coloured tops) are
supple and close to the body, and highlight the beauty
of the bodies in movement and the detail of each
thrill. The sensuality of Simon Renaud and Jason Martin
rolling on the ground, legs in knots, while we hear “the
human body is fantastic.” All of them are involved in
magnificent entanglements, tensions and abandonments. And are also capable of happy breaks and
children’s games, especially with Popcorn music playing. As they whisper into the microphone, Elinor Fueter
and Ariane Voineau — who perform a beautiful play
of balance/imbalance — begin a diagonal of gestures
and crazy postures, before extending a microphone to
parts of the bodies of the two boys in movement, as
we hear excerpts of interviews that gradually blend as
if each part of the body were speaking. Before that,
we had heard Simon Renaud’s heartbeat, a microphone pointed at him after a very lively duo.
The golden dance carpet comes out again, outlining a
gigantic reflection on the screen. The dancers advance
towards us smiling, leave the beam of light and fade
into the darkness. All that we are left with is their
last smile and a golden reflection.
Glorious Fragility
Choreographer: Karine Ledoyen. Video Design:
Andrée-Anne Giguère. Artistic Advisor and Rehearsal
Coach: Ginelle Chagnon. Costumes: Jennifer Pocobene. Lighting: Martin Sirois. Sound Design: Mathieu
Doyon. Dancers: Elinor Fueter, Jason Martin, Simon
Renaud and Ariane Voineau. Presented at the Agora de
la danse, from November 28 to December 1, 2018.

http://revuejeu.org/2018/11/29/de-la-glorieuse-fragilite-a-corps-perdu-et-avec-delicatesse
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Sors-tu.ca / Novembre 29, 2018
By Céline Stoquart

GLORIOUS FRAGILITY AT THE AGORA DE
LA DANSE | 60 MINUTES NOT TO BE MISSED
Glorious Fragility, the latest production from Choreo
grapher Karine Ledoyen, is being presented on
November 28, 29 and 30 at the Agora de la danse.
This new opus from the Danse K par K company is an
artistic and human experience that will touch lovers
of dance.
On a Wednesday night, the audience enters the Espace
Orange of the Wilder Building and are welcomed by
Elinor, Simon, Ariane and Jason, the four performers
of Glorious Fragility. They talk to each other as they
clean up the stage covered in the remnants of a party.
Balloons, confetti and garlands litter the ground. The
big screen installed behind the stage announces that
a party took place the day before and now must be
cleaned up. Between fiction and reality, this introduction invites the audience into the dancers’ reality.
A Celebration of Dance
For this new opus, Choreographer Karine Ledoyen
interviewed close to twenty professional dancers of all
ages and backgrounds. The reflections she recorded
(in French only) contribute as much to the narrative
frame of the piece as they do to its soundtrack. This
work, initially launched around the theme of mourning,
is an ode to dance, the love of dance and its human
aspect.
Discussing their relationship to dance, the body, and
the end of their careers, the interviews from these
dancers resonate with the four members of the company present on stage. Between snippets of skilfully
arranged interviews and music, the dancers make the
audience feel the attachment their colleagues have
for movement, creation and interpretation. The cho-

reographed passages are followed by moments of raw
reality. “Should we start again?” asks a dancer to his
partner after a complicated exchange. The piece
feels natural, making it hard to tell the difference
between reality and fiction. Plunged brutally into the
artists’ reality, the audience lives dance with them.
Intimate and Poetic Videography
The only element installed on stage is a large screen
that comes to play a central role. Serving as a medium
for great lighting effects, above all it will also serve
as a means of exchange for the audience and the
dancers. Videographer Andrée-Anne is placed at one
side of the stage controlling the video in real time. Far
from distracting the audience from the dancers, this
interactive approach concentrates it and plays a
crucial role, giving Glorious Fragility the human
dimension that makes it a success.
If most of the time she is discreet, Videographer
Andrée-Anne also goes on stage to film the dancers up
close. Far from being invasive, these close-ups only a
few inches from the body let us share the inseparable
closeness of dance in an intimate way. A closeness
that is presented earlier in a duet by Jason and Simon,
when the two dancers captivate the audience by answering the question: How far can we push
exhaustion? A magnificent duo.
Glorious Fragility is a success. The four dancers-performers are dazzling, sharing friendship, laughter and
complicity, but also uncertainties and exhaustion.
A psychological piece, Karine Ledoyen uses simplicity
and poetry to treat dance in the most human way
possible. See it Thursday, November 29 and
Friday, November 30.

http://www.sorstu.ca/de-la-glorieuse-fragilite-a-lagora-de-la-danse-60-minutes-a-ne-pas-manquer
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Le Devoir / November 24, 2018
Mélanie Carpentier, « L’envers des feux de la rampe »
Posant le thème de la fragilité humaine au cœur de ses créations, Karine Ledoyen s’attache à dévoiler les dimensions faillibles du corps dansant. Après avoir convié dans ses pièces des comédiens et des danseurs amateurs, la
chorégraphe de Québec cherche aujourd’hui à saisir la vulnérabilité que les danseurs dissimulent sous la virtuosité.
Read more

VOIR / November 20, 2018
Rose Carine Henriquez, « Karine Ledoyen : universelle fragilité »
Avant la création, il y a eu l’envie d’appliquer une démarche documentaire à la danse et d’explorer un sujet, celui
de la fragilité. Ce que la fondatrice de la compagnie Danse K par K entend par là, c’est ce moment « de failles et
d’échecs », inévitable pour tout un chacun.
Read more

La Presse / November 27, 2018
Mario Cloutier, « Échos de scène : Karine Ledoyen présente sa nouvelle pièce »
La chorégraphe Karine Ledoyen présente sa toute nouvelle pièce De la glorieuse fragilité, un « documentaire
scénique » inspiré d'entrevues réalisées avec une vingtaine de danseurs et danseuses qui ont quitté leur profession
pour diverses raisons. La créatrice de Québec a été surprise des réponses qu'elle a reçues dans ce contexte
très particulier.
Read more
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DFDanse / November 24, 2018
François Dufort, « Faire son deuil de la danse ou peut-être pas »
Comme toutes les amorces de projets de créations, celui de Karine Ledoyen aura parcouru un long chemin
sinueux avant d’aboutir à une pièce ayant une forme concrète et définitive.
Au départ la chorégraphe de Québec a bénéficié d’une résidence de création de deux semaines avec
deux interprètes masculins, Jason Martin et Simon Renaud. « Suite à cette résidence, j’ai eu envie d’aller plus loin
avec mes deux danseurs. Nous avons donc œuvré afin que cette résidence devienne un projet menant à une
nouvelle création. […]
Read more

Fugues / October 23, 2018
Denis-Daniel Boullé, « De la force de ”La glorieuse fragilité“ »
Au moment d’écrire ces lignes, la chorégraphe et danseuse, Karine Ledoyen était en plein processus de création.
La ligne directrice était tracée, le matériel était choisi. Mais comme dans tout processus de création, de nouvelles
avenues se dessinent, d’autres s’évanouissent apportant des colorations imprévues à la ligne directrice fixée. La
création est fragile, ce qui est peut-être sa gloire au final.
Read more
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Post from a viewer on Facebook
Travel opens us up, this we know. As I looked around the theater (as I often do to see who’s occupying the seats)
where is the youth?! Where are the POC?! I urge you instead of netflixing and chilling GO get your ass in the seats of
dance exhibits, film festivals, and theater. See immediate creative vulnerability that people put their all in, for long
periods of time. What happens when all the cotton tops are gone? Who will support? We will be a society of Amazon,
streaming #’s, and right swipes... nothing real. In an upswing, the theater was packed and I laughed AND cried. Art
saves. Karine Ledoyen Dance. – Timothy Ryan Hickernell

Post from a viewer on Facebook
Une pièce très poétiqu évoquant l’intimité du danseur en son art... [...] De touchantes introspectives, narrations
d’interprètes [...] Et le tout, dans une chorégraphie emplie de poésie, en particulier dans les duos. Imprégnée de
proximité, la douceur est juste là, à portée de main. Le spectateur est accueilli avec fragilité dans l’univers intime
des interprètes...[...] Allez-y! – Didier Minneci

Post from a viewer on Facebook
« De la glorieuse fragilité » : Un très beau spectacle de danse, sensible, intime, drôle, original et intelligent, où les
interprètes nous partagent (par la danse) toute la gamme d'émotions qu'ils vivent lors des processus de création et
lors de performances. Sublime! J'ai beaucoup aimé! Encore! – Marc Landreville

CONTACTS

THE HEAD OFFICE
Maison pour la danse
336 rue du Roi, suite 130
Québec (Québec) G1K 2W5
CANADA
info@dansekpark.com

La Tribu – Suzie Larivée
(+1) 514 845-0149 #227
suzie@latribu.ca
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(RQD), La Danse sur les routes du Québec
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culture de Québec and the Canadian
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de Québec.
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